Abstract: Priority mechanism is an invaluable scheduling method that allows customers to receive different quality of a service. Service priority is clearly today a main feature of the operation of any manufacturing system. We are interested in an M 1 ,M 2 /G 1 ,G 2 /1 priority retrial queue with pre-emptive resume policy. For the model in question, we discuss the problem of ergodicity, and by using the method of supplementary variables, we find the partial generating functions of the steady state system state distribution. Moreover, some pertinent performance measures are obtained and numerical study is also performed.
INTRODUCTION
Retrial queuing systems or systems with repeated attempts are characterized by the requirement that customers finding the service space busy must join the retrial group and reply for service at random intervals. A review of the main results on this topic can be found in [7] , [12] . A comparison between retrial queues and their standard counter parts with classical waiting line is released in [3] . Retrial queues have been widely used as mathematical models of different communication systems: shared bus local area 154 networks operating under transmission protocols like CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection), cellular mobile networks, IP networks [9] , [1] , [6] .
In this paper, we are interested in single server retrial queues with priority phenomenon. Priority mechanism is an invaluable scheduling method that allows customers to receive different quality of service. Service priority is clearly today a main feature of the operation of any manufacturing system. For this reason, the priority queues, in particular the retrial priority ones, have received considerable attention in the literature [2] , [8] , [11] . A review of main results of such retrial models can be found in the survey paper of Choi and Chang (1999) [4] .
In this work, we deal with an M 1 ,M 2 /G 1 ,G 2 /1 priority retrial queue with pre-emptive resume policy, which can be used to model a situation (frequently observed in some information desks) where a single agent answers the telephone calls and serves the present customer. In this context, the telephone calls have pre-emptive priority over the present customer. For the model in question, we discuss the problem of ergodicity, and by using the method of supplementary variables, we find the partial generating functions of the steady state system state distribution. Moreover, some pertinent performance measures are obtained, and numerical study is also performed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section contains the model description. In section 3, we describe the structure of the embedded Markov chain and obtain ergodicity condition. The steady state distribution of the system state, as well as, some performance measures are obtained in section 4. We conclude this work by numerical illustrations in section 5.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
We consider a single server queuing system at which two different types of primary customers arrive, according to independent Poisson processes with rates 1 λ and 2 λ , respectively. Customers from the fist flow of rate 1 0 λ > have a pre-emptive priority over customers from the second flow of rate 2 0 λ > . Thus, the following rules govern the dynamic of the customers: -Any arriving primary customer, finding the server idle, immediately occupies the server and leaves the system after service completion. -Any arriving priority customer, finding the server busy by another priority customer, joins the retrial group (orbit). The retrial times follow an exponential law with rate 0 θ > .
-Any arriving priority customer (primary or orbiting), finding the server busy by a non-priority customer, goes directly into the server. Non-priority customer, whose service was interrupted, persists in the service area until the completion of priority customer service so to start his service again from where it was interrupted (pre-emptive resume policy). -Any arriving primary non-priority customer finding the server busy leaves the system without service. 
, be the instantaneous service intensity of the customer type i given that the elapsed service time is equal to x; ( ) ( )
be the generating function of the number of primary customers of both types that arrive during the service time of an i-th
). Finally, we admit the hypothesis of mutual independence between all random variables defined above.
The state of the system at time t can be described by means of the process
where
N t is the number of priority customers in the orbit, and ( ) C t represents the state of the service station at time t. We define ( ) C t as equal to 0, 1, 2 or 3 depending on whether the server is idle, a priority customer is served and there is no interrupted nonpriority customer in the service station, a non priority customer is served, or a priority customer is served and there is an interrupted non priority customer in the service station. U be the type of the d-th served customer (which can be 1 or 2 depending on whether the customer in question is a priority customer or a nonpriority one).
The random vector ( )
depends on the history of the system before time d t only through the vector ( )
The random vector ( ) 
forms a Markov chain with state space
, which is the embedded Markov chain for our queuing system. Its one-step transition probabilities ( )( ) ( 
The next question to be investigated is the ergodicity of our chain. Since the fundamental equations (2)- (3) have a recursive structure, we will use Foster's criterion [5] . To this end, consider the following Lyapunov function on the state space S defined above:
, where (2)- (3) become
Under these circumstances, ( ) (2)- (3) we have
and ( ) ( ) ( )( ) 
STEADY STATE DISTRIBUTION OF THE SYSTEM STATE
Now, we investigate the steady state distribution of the process (1) by using the method of supplementary variables. To this end, we assume that 1 1 ρ < and introduce ( ) ; dP z P z P z dz
;
, , , , ;
Solving the system (7) in the usual way (see for example [7] ) requires fastidious computations, and gives the following partial generating functions: .
At present, we can find the generating function of the number of customers in the orbit 
as well as the generating function of the number of priority customers in the system 
With the help of the obtained generating functions, we can get various performance characteristics of our system, say -Probability, 1 p , that the server is occupied by a priority customer and there is no interrupted non-priority customer in the service station ( ) ( )( ) 
-Probability, 3 p , that the server is occupied by a priority customer and there is an interrupted non-priority customer in the service station ( ) ( ) 
NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
In this section, we present some numerical results in order to illustrate the effect of priority customer arrival rate 1 λ (because this rate defines the ergodicity condition) and retrial intensity θ on the obtained performance measures. To this end, consider an M 1 ,M 2 /G 1 ,G 2 /1 retrial queue with priority customers and resume priority discipline where the service times follow a two-stage Erlang distribution (E 2 ). So, 
